Caerleon Comprehensive School
Sixth Form Uniform Policy
Rationale
Members of the sixth form are expected to be role models to the rest of the school and we insist that they
adhere to the highest standards of uniform. The way we present ourselves reflects the ethos and culture of
the school. Research suggests an explicit link between smart uniform and positive attitudes to learning.
As preparation for entering the world of work, we expect students to maintain the appearance of a
professional man or woman. Students who do not adhere to the dress code will be in breach of the learning
contract and sanctions will apply. We currently hold a limited stock of spare ties and blazers and we will
wherever possible provide these to students who arrive in school without these items. Students who refuse to
wear a spare tie or blazer will be subjected to further sanctions and will be placed in isolation with work to
complete. Hoodies and casual tops will not be tolerated under any circumstances as part of the uniform and
will be confiscated by a pastoral member and returned at the end of the day, refusal to hand over these items
will again result in further sanctions and a session in isolation.
Girls Uniform

Notes

Allowed

Blazer

NOT OPTIONAL. Cardigans /
jumpers do not replace this.
During very hot weather this will
be reviewed. Logo is not
necessary. If missing your own
blazer / tie you will be required
to wear blazers / ties we own

Smart, black, suit style
Hoodies, denim jackets, casual
tailored jacket or blazer. jacket, Suit style jackets that

Black Skirt

Not Allowed

are NOT black

Plain black skirt of
BodyCon Skirts
appropriate length ie no Mini Skirts
more than 7cm above
knee. Plain Black
Tights.

Black Classic
Trousers

NO JEANS

Classic full length
tailored trousers.

No flares, jeggings, skinny fit,
leggings, jeans etc. No decorative
belts.

Blouse

White blouse with standard collar

Plain WHITE blouse
with standard collar

T shirts of any description
Logoed shirts (ie sports shirts)
Sleeveless blouses
Blouses with plunging neckline
Shirts that are coloured, cream
or beige.

Sixth Form Ties

Ties must be worn. Ties must be
tied appropriately and correctly.
Available to purchase from sixth
form team

Sixth Form Ties

Ties worn in Y7 - Y11

Black V neck
sweater or
cardigan

This is OPTIONAL. It does NOT
replace the blazer.

Black, Plain knit and
long sleeved only

No tank tops
No fashion tops
No hoodies or similar

Plain black
footwear

Black pumps
Black canvas shoes
such as converse (NO
BRIGHT COLOURS OR
TRIMS)

No boots or sandals or
coloured trainers
No high heeled shoes

Top Coat

This is OPTIONAL

Plain coat in dark
colours

No Hoodies / denim / leather
Bright colours

Boys Uniform

Notes

Allowed

Not Allowed

Blazer

NOT OPTIONAL. Cardigans /
jumpers do not replace this.
During very hot weather this will
be reviewed. Logo is not
necessary. If missing your own
blazer / tie you will be required
to wear blazers / ties we own

Smart, black, suit style
Hoodies, denim jackets, casual
tailored jacket or blazer. jacket, Suit style jackets that

Black Classic
Trousers

NO JEANS

Classic full length
tailored trousers.

Shirt

White shirt with standard collar

Plain WHITE shirt with T shirts of any description
standard collar
Logoed shirts (ie sports shirts)
Sleeveless shirts
Shirts that are coloured, cream
or beige.

Sixth Form Ties

Ties must be worn. Ties must be
tied appropriately and correctly.
Available to purchase from sixth
form team

Sixth Form Ties

Ties worn in Y7 - Y11

Black V neck
sweater or
cardigan

This is OPTIONAL. It does NOT
replace the blazer.

Black, Plain knit and
long sleeved only

No tank tops
No fashion tops
No hoodies or similar

Black pumps
Black canvas shoes
such as converse (NO
BRIGHT COLOURS OR
TRIMS)

No boots or sandals or
coloured trainers
No high heeled shoes

Plain coat in dark
colours

No Hoodies / denim / leather
Bright colours

Plain black
footwear

Top Coat

This is OPTIONAL

are NOT black

No flares, leggings, jeggings, jeans
etc. No decorative belts.

Notes:
1. No extremes of hair colour are permitted
2. Jewellery - one pair of discreet earrings only. No nose or facial piercings
3. Trousers must be classic, tailored trousers
4. Any headwear worn for religious should be of plain, dark coloured material
5. No baseball caps or hats are to be worn

